When to choose award-winning
Altro XpressLay™ flooring
• If downtime is an issue, for example in a busy hospital or
school. Tests prove installing Altro XpressLay can halve
your installation time
• Where adhesive odours could be a problem for staff,
students or patients
• If the sub-floor is damp; Altro XpressLay can be applied
at up to 97% relative humidity
• If sustainability is a factor when planning and carrying
out installations
• Where you need to have easy access to the subfloor and
the flooring itself, for example where underfloor heating
and essential services are installed

Underside
of the product
- no adhesive,
ideal for new concrete
floors with up to 97%
relative humidity

• Where you want to be able to remove the flooring easily
post-installation

Why choose flooring with Altro
Looselay™ technology?
• It saves the environment
• It saves you time and money
• It saves you and your customers hassle
• It has all the guarantees and lifetime slip resistance you
expect from Altro
10

year
product guarantee

Follow us:

Recofloor

TM

Vinyl Take-Back Scheme

For more information on how Altro XpressLay can save you time, money, hassle and improve your green credentials, please contact us.

Altro Limited, Works Road, Letchworth Garden City, Hertfordshire SG6 1NW.
01462 707604
01462 707504
enquiries@altro.com
www.altro.co.uk

www.altro.com
, ,

Love Altro Walkway™?
Try Altro XpressLay™!

, Altro, the future is safer with altro, Altro XpressLay, Altro Looselay Technology and Altro Walkway are trademarks of Altro Limited.

It’s what’s underneath that counts
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Altro XpressLay and
™
Altro Looselay Technology

Lays flat...stays flat
Altro XpressLay lays flat without an
adhesive to stick it in place. So you can
roll away – without the floor rolling up.

Damp problem…
not anymore!
The specially formulated studded
underside emboss allows flooring to sit off
the sub-floor, allowing the floor to breathe,
resulting in any moisture dissipating.
It can be used with a new concrete floor

Straight to slab…
or tiles...or vinyl…

at up to 97% relative humidity.

Altro XpressLay can be laid over
existing sound substrates without
applying adhesive. So you can weld
and walk on the floor the same day.

Flaky paint

Vinyl flooring

Altro XpressLay utilises Altro Looselay
Technology for a quick fit without
compromising on safety or durability.
Altro Looselay is a revolutionary technology
applied to safety flooring. It features a studded
surface on the underside of the safety floor. Its
unique formulation allows the floor to lie flat
and perform like a traditional adhered safety
floor without the need for an adhesive.
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01462 707604

enquiries@altro.com

Tile

With Altro Looselay double sided, moisture tolerant
tape, the floor edges and joints are secured in
place while being installed, coved and welded.
With no adhesive, there is no drying time and no
resulting odours.
Allowing the subfloor to breathe, installations
can be quicker and easier as no damp-proof
membrane (DPM) is required. Using Altro
Looselay Technology, you can halve installation
time compared with a traditional installation.

www.altro.co.uk/Altro-XpressLay

online chat

Stone

Fresh concrete up to 97% RH

Altro XpressLay has the same guarantees
and performance you would expect from an
Altro safety floor but with additional benefits.
Adhesive-free, it can be installed over existing
flooring or on fresh concrete. The floor can
be removed easily, reused and is 100%
recyclable at the end of its life.

Did you know?
Altro XpressLay has a life
expectancy of 15 years
and a 10 year guarantee

Genius!

01462 707604
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Lesley Meaker
Salisbury Hospital’s ArtCare
design team

“

We chose Altro XpressLay because it was so quick to

“

install, just a few hours, and this meant we

didn’t have to close the other ward
while the corridor was out of action.

Smell and
sound-free
No adhesive means there are no odours, which is perfect
in many environments where there are lots of people living
and working, and shutting down shop or installing noisy
extractor fans are not an option. Customer feedback tells us
this has been a distinct advantage as adhesive odours often
cause disruption and complaints.

Overlay
without uplift
Altro Looselay Technology means no adhesive. That
means you can install Altro XpressLay over existing sound
and secure surfaces such as tiles and even flaky paint,
minimising building waste and saving you time and hassle.

Weld, walk
and start again

Call time
on downtime

Did you know?
Over 100,000m2 of
Altro XpressLay is being laid
in the Princess Alexandra
Hospital in Brisbane, Australia

With no adhesive, you don’t have to wait for it to ‘cure’. Just lay,
weld and walk on the same day. No adhesives means no tacky
areas and trafficking glue through a building. You can plan builds
in stages without being held up by drying times. And when the
flooring has come to the end of its long and useful life, taking
it up and replacing it could not be easier; you have no cost and
time-consuming “making good” of the subfloor to worry about.

With Altro XpressLay, no DPM and no adhesive is required,
your installation can be up and ready in half the time of a
traditional safety floor, letting you get back to business with
minimal interruption.

Salisbury Hospital Dementia Unit
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Fresh slab?
No problem!

Richard Roberts, Managing Director,
Roberts Flooring

“

Altro XpressLay not only offered a

fast track solution, that could
easily be removed,

“

You can apply Altro XpressLay to a damp subfloor or a new

without damaging the raised access floor,

concrete floor at up to 97% relative humidity, allowing you

but it also had the advantage of being

to install flooring quickly and easily without having to wait

recyclable at the end of its life.

for the substrate to dry.

Remove,
reuse,
recycle
Altro XpressLay flooring is 100% recyclable post-consumer
and can be re-used in other installations. Waste is minimal
as only one product used. Any leftover Altro XpressLay
flooring can be used elsewhere, returned to us, or a Recofloor
collection point, for recycling. At the end of its life, it can be
removed quickly and reused or recycled; there’s no flooring
covered with adhesive and bits of substrate to deal with.

Matt Bundell, Managing Director,
Admiral Flooring

“

Built to
last

Altro XpressLay is so easy to install. There is no
uplifting of the base flooring or vinyl, no adhesives,
no dust, no stoppage or disruption. It would have
taken us at least six weeks to lay a conventional
vinyl flooring. And if any sections need to be

“

replaced in the future they can be

easily cut out and a new one
dropped in.

Altro XpressLay flooring holds as effectively as an Altro
safety floor installed using adhesive; no rucks, no movement.
It achieves optimum installation results and conformity to
our 10 year guarantee. We tested Altro XpressLay using a
900kg drilling rig with caterpillar tracks; the flooring did not
move (so a patient on a trolley will be no problem at all!).

Access
all areas
As Altro XpressLay isn’t stuck down it means you can easily

Did you know?

lift up the flooring to access the subfloor - particularly handy
if there is localised flooding or issues with the substrate. Also

Altro XpressLay can be
installed with underfloor
heating on because there is
no adhesive to damage

any damage to the flooring itself can be quickly rectified. Just
cut the flooring that needs replacing, patch the damage, lay
the new flooring and weld. Business can go on as usual. It’s
that simple!
St Johns Primary School
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